SkyRiver.net Is Now Offering High Speed Internet In Orange County
Based and operated in San Diego, California, Skyriver Communications is one of the premier US providers of
highly professional connectivity services. The company will soon celebrate a decade since it first began
offering its complete set of communication solutions to clients from numerous states in the US
Online PR News â€“ 13-February-2010 â€“ Based and operated in San Diego, California, Skyriver
Communications is one of the premier US providers of highly professional connectivity services. The
company will soon celebrate a decade since it first began offering its complete set of communication
solutions to clients from numerous states in the US. The broad collection of services presents small-medium
businesses, hospitality markets and enterprises with speeds starting from T1 Orange County to high speed
internet Orange County connections featuring over 200 Mbps.
Â
The companys high quality of service has led to Skyriver Communications becoming one of the most sought
after providers of T1 Orange County, broadband Orange County and high speed internet Orange County
connections in North America. By utilizing cutting edge technology and employing only highly trained experts,
Skyriver Communications has been able to maintain a high level of service quality and an excellent level of
customer satisfaction throughout its numerous years of operation. As opposed to numerous communications
service providers, the T1 Orange County, broadband Orange County, high speed internet Orange County
services being offered by Skyriver Communications are based on an infrastructure that does not rely on
phone companies, thus making the companys services significantly more reliable.
Â
From a desire to provide its customers with a more complete set of solutions that covers numerous aspects
of the day to day operations of any business or enterprise, Skyriver Communications is also offering
customers with a wide range of complementary services which include network management, business
continuity solutions, IT solutions and support, and any other related services which will enable each customer
to focus completely on the business and not on network and all the related issues that might arise.
Â
For more information and details about the company and its services, please visit the website or use the
contact details below: http://www.skyriver.net
Â
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